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sofia pro includes 21 fonts with multiple styles and widths, and it is the only family of typefaces that
supports a completely new character set (cyrillic), as well as opentype languages, greek, macedonian,
serbian and albanian. sofia pro has gained popularity for use in a wide range of applications. it is used in a
wide range of printing and publishing workflows, from newspapers to packaging. it can be found on most
well-known book publishers’ websites, and it is used in signs, logos, and other graphical applications. sofia
pro is a professional font that can be used for books, publications, logos, and other types of printing and
graphic design. it is based on refined and consistent design, and it features multiple language support. sofia
pro has been optimized for use on portable devices like tablets, smartphones, and e-readers. it is not only
an easy-to-read font, but it also provides a high level of consistent quality across different sizes. it is also an
open source font, and it allows you to see how the font is made. this font includes: sofia pro regular,
designed with a large x-height and a modern calligraphic feel. the font includes all the glyphs and designs
needed to cover a wide range of languages, from latin to arabic and hebrew. it also includes a complete set
of opentype layout features. sofia pro bold, designed with strong contrast between thick and thin strokes.
sofia pro bold italic, designed with strong contrast between thick and thin strokes.
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